Introduction
Three dimensional (3D) integrated circuits are an emerging technology with great potential to improve performance. The ability to route signals in the vertical dimension enables distant blocks to be placed on top of each other. This results in a decrease in the overall wire length, which translates into less wire delay and greater performance. The wafer-bonding approach in [1] joins discrete wafers using a copper interconnect interface, and permits multiple wafers with multiple 3D interconnects. Wafers can be bonded with metal routing layers facing each other (face-to-face), with the substrates facing each other (back-to-back), or with metal layer facing substrate (face-to-back) as illustrated in Figure 1 .
One of the biggest challenges of 3D circuit design is heat dissipation. In 3D circuits, more devices are packed into a smaller area, resulting in higher power densities. In addition, heat from the core of a 3D chip has to travel through layers of low conductivity dielectric, inserted between device layers, to reach a heat sink. One method for mitigating the thermal issue is to insert thermal vias that are used to establish thermal paths from the core of a chip to the outer layers. A few recent works have considered thermal vias in 3D ICs [2, 3, 4, 5] . * This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. 0546382, MARCO C2S2, and MARCO IFC. Most floorplanning approaches compact all of the blocks to the lower left corner. Although this gives optimal area, it is not necessarily optimal for wire length, temperature or other objectives. Whitespace redistribution for wire length minimization was formulated as a linear program(LP) in [6] and solved using network flow. This paper presents a LP based whitespace redistribution algorithm for the purpose of reducing temperature. Our whitespace redistribution algorithm also takes the effect of bonding styles on thermal via insertion into account.
Problem Formulation
The following are given as the input to the Thermal Via Aware 3D Whitespace Redistribution Problem: (i) a set of blocks, (ii) the width, height, and average power density of each block, (iii) a net list that specifies the connections between blocks, (iv) the number of device layers in the 3D IC, (v) the bonding styles of adjacent layers, (vi) a floorplan of the blocks, and (vii) A tot the footprint area of the chip. The goal of the Thermal Via Aware 3D Whitespace Redistribution Problem is to modify the location of each block in the floorplan and to plan the locations of thermal vias, to minimize the chip temperature, without increasing A tot , the footprint area of the chip. Thermal vias may be inserted anywhere for F2F bonded layers. A F2B bond requires whitespace to be available in the layer with its substrate side bonded in order to insert thermal vias. For B2B bonding both layers must have whitespace that align with each other in order to insert thermal vias.
Overview of Algorithm
Simulated annealing is a very popular approach for floorplanning due to its high quality solutions and flexibility in handling non-linear objectives. Simulated annealing begins with an initial floorplan and its cost in terms of area, wirelength, and maximum chip temperature. Then a random perturbation (move) is made to the initial solution to generate a new floorplan and its new cost is calculated. If the new cost is lower than the old one, then the new floorplan is accepted; otherwise there is a probability of acceptance based on the temperature of the annealing schedule. The higher the annealing temperature, the higher the acceptance probability. At each annealing temperature level a predetermined number of floorplans are examined. The annealing temperature is decreased exponentially, and the annealing process terminates when the freezing temperature is reached. To represent non-slicing floorplans, sequence pair [7] is used. In order to extend sequence pair to 3D, one sequence pair was used for each layer. The same was done to extend normalized polish expressions to 3D.
After floorplanning, whitespace redistribution is performed. First, thermal analysis is performed. Next, thermal tiles near hot spots are assigned a repelling factor based on temperature. Then blocks are moved away from thermal tiles with higher repelling factors. After moving blocks, thermal analysis is performed again. If the thermal profile changes significantly, repelling factors are assigned and blocks are moved again. Iteration between thermal analysis and module movement is done until the temperature profile stops improving.
Thermal Model
A set of 3D thermal tiles are used for thermal analysis. Each thermal tile models a small volume of the 3D die stack. Each thermal tile is connected to adjacent tiles by thermal resistors as shown in Figure 2 . This is equivalent to using a discrete approximation of the steady state thermal equation −k∇ 2 T = P , where k is thermal conductivity, T is temperature, and P is power. This results in the matrix equation G · t = p, where G is a thermal conductivity matrix, p is a power vector, and t is a temperature vector. One way to solve this matrix equation would be to invert the matrix Figure 2 . Thermal modelling.
Then t can be calculated through matrix multiplication t = R · p, which takes O(n 2 ) time. During thermal driven floorplanning, moving blocks around does not significantly change the thermal conductivities. The power profile changes are mainly responsible for the changes in temperature. This allows the G matrix to be inverted to R once in the beginning and reused for subsequent temperature calculations. Only the power vector needs to be changed, so temperature calculations only require one matrix multiplication. This allows the temperature of each floorplan to be evaluated in O(n 2 ) time rather than O(n 3 ) time.
Whitespace Redistribution
The goal of whitespace redistribution is to move blocks away from hot spots to make space for thermal vias. This can also reduce temperature by reducing the power density near the hot spots. The movement of blocks away from hot spots is formulated as a linear program.
Given:
• W max = width of the floorplan 
Where x i and y i are the coordinates of the center of block i, a ij is the distance between the centers of block i and thermal tile j in the x-direction, b ij is the distance between the centers of block i and thermal tile j in the y-direction, and c j is the manhattan distance between thermal tile j and its closest block. The objective function is to maximize the manhattan distance between each thermal tile and its closest block weighted by the repelling factor of each thermal tile. Constraints 1 and 2 determine the x and y distances between each block and thermal tile. For each thermal tile, constraint 3 determines the manhattan distance of the closest block. Constraints 4 through 7 ensure that the blocks stay within the footprint of the floorplan. Constraints 8 and 9 prevent blocks from overlapping by enforcing the horizontal and vertical constraint graphs of the floorplan. Horizontal and vertical constraint graphs can be constructed for may different types of floorplan representations. For a floorplan based on sequence pair (Γ p , Γ m ), horizontal and vertical constraint graphs G h and G v can be constructed based on the following relationships.
For the first relationship an edge from block b i to block b j would be added to G h , and for the second relationship an edge from block b i to block b j would be added to G v .
The repelling factor r j of each thermal tile is calculated from temperature and thermal via demand. To calculate the repelling factor the temperature profile is normalized, and then the normalized repelling factors are cubed. This gives thermal tiles with high temperature much higher priority for repelling blocks than thermal tiles with low temperature. In order to take back-to-back thermal vias into account, a thermal tile with a high repelling factor on a back-to-back layer will increase the repelling factor of its aligned thermal tile on the corresponding layer. This increases the chance that there will be whitespace alignment for the two back-to-back layers, allowing for thermal via insertion.
Whitespace redistribution changes the locations of blocks. This changes the thermal profile of a floorplan and may modify the locations of hot spots. For this reason, iteration between thermal analysis and block movement is performed until the temperature stops decreasing.
Via Insertion
Thermal via insertion in face-to-back and back-to-back bonded layers are constrained by available whitespace, so whitespace detection must be performed. This can be done by drawing a grid on the floorplan and marking the grid cells that are covered by blocks. The grid cells that remain unmarked are detected as whitespace. If the grid is too coarse, the sizes and locations of the whitespaces will be inaccurate. In order to get the exact locations and sizes of the whitespaces, we use a non-uniform grid as shown in Figure. . After whitespace detection is performed, the maximum number of vias that can be inserted is calculated based on the bonding styles and the available whitespace. Once the vias are added, the thermal resistor values between thermal tiles are updated and thermal analysis can be performed. 
Experimental Results
The algorithms in the paper were implemented in C++. The experiments were run on Pentium IV 2.4 Ghz dual processor systems running linux. Ten GSRC benchmarks were used. The blocks were randomly assigned power densities between 10 6 W/m 2 and 5 · 10 6 W/m 2 . The 3D floorplans have four placement layers with face-to-face, back-to-back, and face-to-face bonding. Table 1 compares our thermal driven whitespace redistribution to the wire length driven whitespace redistribution from [6] based on the MCNC benchmarks. Our thermal driven whitespace redistribution algorithm was able to reduce the temperature of all of the benchmarks. As a side effect three of the benchmarks had increased wire length while the other two benchmarks had a decrease in wire length. The wirelength driven whitespace redistribution algorithm from [6] was able to reduce the wire lengths of all of the benchmarks. Table 2 compares whitespace redistribution with another method for reducing temperature, thermal driven floorplanning [8] . Thermal vias were not used in this comparison. Relative to area and wire length driven floorplanning (CBA), thermal driven floorplanning (CBA-T) achieved a 55% reduction in temperature at a cost of 20% area increase. Our whitespace redistribution algorithm achieved a more modest 15% reduction in temperature, but no area expansion was required. Table 3 shows the effect of our whitespace redistribution algorithm on 3D floorplans. Whitespace redistribution reduced temperature by over 8% at a cost of approximately 3% wire length increase. In six of the cases, whitespace redistribution was able to increase the amount of whitespace overlap near hot spots in the B2B bonded layers. Even in the cases where whitespace overlap was not increased, the temperature was reduced due to moving blocks away from hot spots. Table 4 shows the effect of whitespace redistribution on 2D floorplans where thermal via insertion is not possible. In this situation, whitespace redistribution reduced the temperature by over 7% with less than a 1% wire length increase.
The objective of our 3D floorplanner so far was area and wire length. Table 5 shows the effect of whitespace redistribution on thermal driven floorplanning. The temperature reduction was over 5% at a cost of less than 5% wire length increase. Whitespace redistribution may not be as efficient for thermal driven floorplanning, but the final temperature (after redistribution with thermal vias) is lower for thermal driven floorplanning than area and wire length driven floorplanning. Figure 4 show a non-slicing 3D floorplan of n50c before and after whitespace redistribution. In the fourth layer, several blocks moved down which allowed more thermal vias to be inserted near the hottest blocks. 
Conclusions
A LP based whitespace redistribution algorithm for bonding style aware thermal via planning was presented in this paper. Experimental results show that whitespace redistribution can significantly reduce temperatures in 3D ICs. When combined with thermal driven floorplanning, chip temperature was even lower. With minor modifications, the whitespace redistribution algorithm also reduced temperatures in traditional 2D ICs.
